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The Government of 
the Student Body will be 
holding its vice presi-
dential election debate 
at 6 p.m. tonight in the 
Cardinal Room of the 
Memorial Union.
This is part of the 2014 
GSB elections for presi-
dent, vice president and 
Senate.
Candidates for presi-
dent and vice president as 
of now are Khayree Fitten/
Gabriel Walsh, Hillary 
Kletscher/Michael Hoefer, 
Richard Martinez/Nick 
Lafrenz and Barry Snell/
Nathan Vos.
“The debates are 
still being finalized but I 
imagine it will be around 
10 questions with one 
minute or 1 1/2 minute 
responses,” said Adam 
Guenther, GSB election 
commissioner.
Guenther said that 
trying to figure out the 
format of the debate will 
be challenging with four 
candidates.
Any ISU student who 
is enrolled at least part-
time is eligible to run for 
either president or vice 
president.
“Students can come 
to the debates and meet 
the candidates after the 
debate,” Guenther said.
Guenther said the 
election commission will 
provide most questions, 
but if a student has a ques-
tion they would like to ask 
at the debate, they should 
email him.
Guenther said your 
question will be looked 
at and if it is considered 
okay, the student will be 
able to ask their question 
at the debate.
“The main topics of 
the debate will be diversi-
ty, overcrowding, academ-
ics, student initiatives and 
outreach, to name a few,” 
Guenther said.
According to 
Guenther, the vice presi-
dential debate and the 
presidential debate will be 
similar but, the presiden-
tial debate format might 
be changed depending on 
how the vice presidential 
debate goes.
“There are, as of now, 
four slates, each with a 
unique perspective to 
bring GSB,” Guenther 
said. “I imagine the debate 
will really get interesting if 
an issue is hit.”
Two GSB senators 
represent every ISU stu-
dent, one for his or her 
residency and one for the 
college he or she is in
“I do not know what 
issue will be the hot but-
ton issue of this year,” 
Guenther said.
Students that would 
like to run for a senate po-
sition must reside in the 
residency they would be 
representing or enrolled in 
the college they would be 
The farm bill signed into 
law last Friday by President 
Barack Obama has made 
some changes to the farm 
subsidies program and in-
cludes cuts in the food stamps 
program.
The farm bill covers a 
lot of ground with policies 
and funding for agricultural 
commodities, research, food 
safety regulations, interna-
tional food aid and natu-
ral conservation programs 
among others.
One of the key changes 
includes substitution of di-
rect payments with crop 
insurance. 
Previously, farmers were 
paid an amount totaling $5 
billion regardless of whether 
they had produced anything, 
according to an ABC news 
report. According to the new 
bill, subsidized crop insur-
ance would take risks against 
devastating weather, floods, 
droughts, etc.
Another part of the bill 
cuts $8 billion in food stamps 
over 10 years, about 1 percent 
of the total food stamp bud-
get. Other provisions include 
funding for agricultural re-
search and incentives for local 
farm markets.
The country of origin la-
beling rule, which requires 
that meat products sold in 
the U.S. have information on 
where the animal was raised, 
slaughtered and processed, 
will stay in place. The conser-
vation program has set new 
standards for soil and water 
standards.
“I think farmers over-
all have wanted to get rid of 
direct payments for a long 
time,” said Kelvin Leibold, 
ISU extension farm manage-
ment specialist. “In the end, 
they don’t go to farmers, they 
go to landowners.”
He said this arrangement 
did not benefit tenant farmers 
as much. The new insurance 
program would help take out 
the risk factor for the tenant 
farmers.
The five-year bill, known 
as the Agricultural Act of 
2014, was heavily debated by 
both the parties in Congress 
for more than two years. 
Republicans had proposed 
GSB elections will be March 4 
and 5.
To vote, go online at vote.iastate.
edu
Presidential Debates: 6 p.m. Feb. 
27 in the Cardinal Room, MU
Business Senator Debate: 6 p.m. 
Feb. 17 in room 0294 Carver Hall
GSB elections
By Emelie.Knobloch
@iowastatedaily.com
GSB to 
present 
election 
debates
Bill makes changes 
to farm subsidies, 
cuts food stamps 
By Varad.Diwate
@iowastatedaily.com
ELECTION p3 >>
FARM BILL p3 >>
Buzzkill:
Spring planting affects 
more than farmers and con-
sumers. The national bee 
population is declining due 
to a variety of agricultural 
processes.
Mary Harris, adjunct as-
sistant professor of natural 
resource ecology and man-
agement, spent last spring 
collecting samples of honey 
bee pollen to test for pes-
ticides in and around corn 
fields during spring planting.
The Corn Dust Research 
Consortium funded three 
research teams to research 
honey bee exposure to dust 
emitted during treated-seed 
corn planting.
Harris and the two other 
participants from Ohio State 
University and University 
of Guelph hoped to provide 
best practices to reduce hon-
ey bee exposure for the 2014 
planting season.
Harris and her research 
team worked with farmers 
in northwestern Iowa to look 
at foraging resources avail-
able for bees to col-
lect pollen during 
planting.
Every sam-
ple was con-
t a m i n a t e d 
with neo-
nicotinoids, 
Harris said. 
N e o n i c o t i n - 
oids are pesti-
cides that are often 
applied to the surface of corn 
seeds for protection.
“The [seed] treatment is 
kind of rough, so when you 
put all those seeds together in 
a planter to plant [the seeds], 
they move around and rub 
against each other and some 
of the treatment rubs off,” 
Harris said. “To keep those 
seeds moving, manufactur-
ers have produced lubricants 
… the lubricant becomes 
contaminated and some of 
that contaminated dust is 
exhausted by these planters.”
The problem, Harris 
said, is the contaminated 
dust that comes with treat-
ing the seeds is exhausted by 
the planters into the air and 
can contaminate plants in 
bloom.
“These insecticides are 
called neonicotinoids be-
cause they’re like nicotine,” 
Harris said. “It affects the 
nervous systems of bees and 
it seems to impair their abil-
ity to navigate.”
The study found that 
bees were relying heavily 
on pollen from trees and 
other woody plants. These 
plants bloom early and were 
all contaminated, Harris 
said.
Harris said crops 
such as soybeans and 
corn are not good 
sources of pollen 
for bees. They 
rely on the sur-
rounding flora 
to collect enough 
pollen. She also said 
corn pollen is not 
very nutritious and is a 
Graphic: Emily Hecht/Iowa State Daily
The national bee population is currently 
declining due to a variety of agricul-
tural processes such 
as contamination 
through seed treat-
ment.BEES p3 >>
Iowa bees see
continued decline
One of the most controversial, 
complex and thought-provoking 
arguments is creationism versus 
evolution.
Hector Avalos, an atheist ISU 
professor in religious studies, and 
Rev. Juan Valdes, a Christian senior 
pastor of a Spanish-speaking congre-
gation in Florida, met on Feb. 16 at 
Indianola High School in Indianola, 
Iowa, in hopes of answering the main 
question of their debate: Is Genesis 
1-3 a scientifically reasonable ac-
count of the origin of the world?
“Our differences are founded 
upon our belief, or lack of belief, in 
God, and therefore, our belief in the 
Bible as his word,” Valdes said.
Valdes began the debate by 
speaking to his supporters and say-
ing he hoped to pursuade those on 
the fence to believe in God.
Valdes defined science as “a con-
flict between competing alternatives 
and explanations of events that fall 
outside of observable science.” He 
also clarified that he was not describ-
ing the Bible as a scientific textbook.
“As long as scientific evidence 
provides a rational basis that war-
rants drawing out the conclusion, the 
hypothesis is scientifically plausible,” 
Valdes said.
The main arguments Valdes 
made in his opening questioned 
the evolutionists’ approach to how 
things came about on Earth. Valdes 
said the miracle of life and the design 
of the human body could not be the 
product of random choice.
“To look at our universe and say 
that it’s all the process of unguided, 
undirected, mindless, random events 
— I find that very hard to believe,” 
Valdes said.
Avalos then presented his views, 
starting with his own definition of 
science as “the systematic attempt 
to understand the universe through 
evidence derived from one or more 
of the five natural senses and/or 
Richard Martinez/Iowa State Daily
Hector Avalos, professor of religious 
studies, engaged in a debate in favor 
of evolution and creationism with Rev. 
Juan Valdes on Sunday at Indianola 
High School in Indianola, Iowa. 
DEBATE p3 >>
ISU professor debates 
creationism, evolutionism
By Caitlin.Deaver
@iowastatedaily.com
By Danielle Ferguson
@iowastatedaily.com
Man in custody after standoff
Ames Police negotiat-
ed with a suicidal individual 
inside Iceberg Refrigeration 
in West Ames late Sunday 
night.
Around 6:45 p.m., 
Ames Police received a call 
for a welfare check from the 
man’s family members, said 
Investigations Commander 
Geoff Huff. Officers located 
the man around 8:40 p.m. 
at Iceberg Refrigeration 
behind Cazador Mexican 
Restaurant across from 
west Hy-Vee.
“He was not coopera-
tive. He entered the build-
ing. There was indication 
there may be a weapon 
inside the building,” Huff 
said.
During the negotia-
tion, Huff said police of-
ficers and the man’s fam-
ily members were able to 
speak to the man via cell 
phone. Huff said he did not 
believe the man was an ISU 
student.
A CyRide bus was 
parked outside of Iceberg 
Refrigeration and was used 
as a shelter for police offi-
cers during the negotiation. 
Businesses around the area, 
including Cazador and 
Alpha Copies, were evacu-
ated during the incident.
After about two hours 
of negotiations, the suspect 
was taken into custody with 
no injuries reported from 
the situation.
“At this point, we’ll just 
have to evaluate where he’s 
at and figure out what we 
need to do with him next, 
which is hard to say right 
now,” Huff said regarding 
the man’s welfare.
Kelby Wingert/Iowa State Daily
A man surrendered himself to Ames Police just before 11 p.m. 
on Sunday after an almost two-hour standoff on Lincoln Way 
across from the west Hy-Vee.
By Mikayla.Tendall
@iowastatedaily.com
ISU alumna Connie Sievers has 
been selected to train for and run in 
the 2014 Nautica Malibu Triathlon as 
part of the CNN Fit Nation Team with 
Dr. Sanjay Gupta on Sept. 17.
Sievers, the health curriculum 
coordinator for Des Moines Public 
Schools, hopes her experience will 
inspire people to keep moving every 
day.
The Fit Nation team is made up 
of six individuals chosen based on a 
video submission explaining why it is 
time for them to make a change to a 
healthy lifestyle. They receive training 
and education from CNN.
Sievers’ struggle with weight be-
gan 19 years ago when her daugh-
ter, Emily, was undergoing leukemia 
treatment. Emily died on Valentine’s 
Day 19 years ago at age six. Emotional 
strain led Sievers to depression 
and she gained 70 pounds between 
Emily’s relapse and her death. Her 
weight has fluctuated since then with 
emotional stress.
A healthy individual previously, 
Sievers competed in sports year-
round in high school and intramurals 
at Iowa State.
Sievers decided to make a change 
when she watched her two sons, 
daughter-in-law and other friends and 
family compete in “Iowa’s Best Dam 
Triathlon” in Coralville. Her daughter-
in-law, Chelsie Kohns Sievers, was a 
part of Iowa State’s Triathlon Club and 
introduced the sport to the family.
Chelsie said that triathlons are a 
“great, approachable sport.”
“The spirit of triathlon was just 
awesome,” Sievers said. She said she 
appreciated the supportive atmo-
sphere and decided that day that she 
would run the triathlon with them the 
following year.
The next day, Sievers began walk-
ing on a treadmill and looked up 
where she could go to swim. She was 
embarrassed at the time by all of the 
“pro swimmers” around her doing 
laps at the Urbandale pool because 
she could not swim more than 10 feet 
without stopping to catch her breath. 
Sievers asked the lifeguards for tips 
and watched instructional swimming 
videos on YouTube.
She also began to ride bikes 
with her sister, who noticed her hard 
work and sent her a link to Dr. Sanjay 
Gupta’s Fit Nation application page.
“I read through it and I said, ‘Why 
not?’” Sievers said. “I’m going to do 
this. I need to do this. And this would 
be a sure way to make sure I carried 
it out.”
She put together and submit-
ted an application video before she 
had the chance to lose her nerve and 
chicken out, she said.
Sievers was notified of being se-
lected by Dr. Gupta via Skype on Dec. 
12. The Fit Nation team stays con-
nected daily in a private group on 
Facebook to keep each other account-
able and encouraged.
Sievers said that CNN has suc-
cess down to a science. Teammates 
are able to view each other’s progress 
and workouts on Garmin Connect. 
Workouts are sent to team members 
by their coach on Training Peaks, an 
online source. Their training program 
is based on heart rate zones.
“It’s to build base and fitness 
level, but maybe it’s also to build our 
confidence a little,” Sievers said.
The competition aspect of the 
challenge is over for the “Sassy Six.” 
Now they share the goal of getting the 
entire team across the finish line and 
consider themselves all to be “grand 
champions.” CNN allows team mem-
bers to run races prior to the triathlon, 
but encourages them not to cross a 
finish line until Malibu.
“I imagine that will be pretty 
emotional at the finish line,” Sievers 
said. She hopes to inspire people with 
her story by being an “average Joe” 
and that if she can take the step to-
wards health, so can they.
Chelsie and her husband, Ryan 
Sievers, plan to compete in the 
Malibu triathlon as well and expect a 
whirlwind of emotions that day.
“Connie is so mentally tough, 
she’ll be able to accomplish it,” 
Chelsie said. “She’s going to be so 
proud of herself, as she should be, at 
the end of the day.”
Chelsie expects the race day to 
“change Connie’s life,” and predicts 
that she will get hooked on the sport.
Sievers now enjoys going to the 
YMCA at regular times for classes to 
develop an encouraging friend group 
there. She is encouraging family 
members to get active and encourag-
es people to work out in the morning 
to improve their mindset for the day, 
and take advantage of “being on auto-
pilot” early in the day.
“I’ve tried to plan working out af-
ter work, but my car just really wants 
to go home,” she said.
Sievers encourages college stu-
dents to start now, while they are 
young and fit. “Don’t wait until you’re 
51,” she said.
The Fit Nation team can be fol-
lowed on Facebook, Twitter and on 
Sanjay Gupta, MD, which airs on 
CNN.
Christopher Hopkins, 
assistant professor of mu-
sic, has been chosen as the 
new director of Iowa State’s 
Center for Excellence in 
the Arts and Humanities. 
Hopkins has been serving 
as director for the center 
since Feb. 1.
His primary objec-
tives as director will be 
to support faculty re-
search through grants and 
awards, advance the arts 
and humanities as a whole 
at Iowa State and encour-
age scholars supported by 
the center to reach their 
full potential. In his new 
position, Hopkins will re-
port to and work closely 
with Sarah Nusser, vice 
president of research, 
and others within the 
College of Liberal Arts and 
Sciences and the College 
of Design.
“In his new position, I 
hope that Dr. Hopkins will 
raise visibility of the arts 
and humanities projects 
on campus,” said Beate 
Schmittmann, dean of the 
College of Liberal Arts and 
Sciences.
The process of select-
ing a new director began 
with departmental nomi-
nations when the need 
for a new director came 
up. Interviews began with 
Nusser and a panel of fac-
ulty once the applicant 
pool was narrowed down 
to a few considerable 
candidates.
“Hopkins was very en-
ergetic and showed a lot of 
interest in the position,” 
Schmittmann said.
“Dr. Hopkins’ back-
ground in the fine arts and 
his ability to collaborate 
across academic disci-
plines made him an ideal 
candidate for the posi-
tion,” said Nusser.
Hopkins enjoys music 
of all genres, but he has a 
profound interest in clas-
sical music from the 16th 
and 17th centuries.
“I first started playing 
cello in orchestras, then 
I starting working on a 
degree in computer pro-
gramming,” Hopkins said. 
“When I found out that 
a music technology pro-
gram existed, it seemed 
like a perfect fit for me.”
Hopkins studied at 
the Cleveland Institute 
of Music for his Master 
of Music and at Cornell 
University for his doctor-
ate of musical arts. 
Prior to coming 
to teach at Iowa State, 
Hopkins was on faculty 
at Syracuse University, 
University of Minnesota-
Minneapolis and 
University of Illinois 
U r b a n a - C h a m p a i g n 
where he taught courses in 
composition, music theo-
ry, electroacoustic music, 
music technology and in-
terdisciplinary courses in 
digital arts.
Since Hopkins came 
to Iowa State, he has 
taught courses in music 
composition and music 
technology. He also helped 
create the music technol-
ogy minor program.
“I want to give stu-
dents a musical experi-
ence, technology experi-
ence and Liberal Arts and 
Sciences experience in my 
classes,” Hopkins said. “I 
see myself as an enabler 
for the arts.”
Hopkins is a mem-
ber of the Society of 
Electroacoustic Music 
and the Viola da Gamba 
Society of America. 
As part of the Society 
of Electroacoustic Music, 
Hopkins serves as direc-
tor of conferences. In 
that position, Hopkins 
helps numerous univer-
sities develop proposals, 
technical planning and 
sponsorships.
“As director of the 
Center for Excellence in 
the Arts and Humanities, 
I hope to continue existing 
arts and humanities pro-
grams, continue faculty 
support in research and 
put faculty in position for 
national and international 
awards,” Hopkins said. 
“Research works hand in 
hand with teaching. When 
an instructor takes time to 
do extra studying in their 
field of expertise, they are 
able to better understand 
the subject they’re teach-
ing and relay that informa-
tion to their students.”
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The information in the log comes from the ISU and City of Ames police departments’ records. 
All those accused of violating the law are innocent until proven guilty in a court of law.
Police Blotter 
Feb. 7
Eric Andren, 25, 109 South 
Wilmoth Avenue, was arrested 
and charged with operating while 
intoxicated (second offense) at 
Hayward Avenue and Lincoln Way 
(reported at 1:51 a.m.).
Jacque Drefke, 27, 1117 Arizona 
Avenue, was arrested and charged 
with operating while intoxicated 
at the 400 block of South Franklin 
Avenue (reported at 2:05 a.m.).
Vehicles owned and/or driven by 
Ujjal Bhattacharjee and Mitchell 
Boatman were involved in a 
property damage collision at Lot 
25 (reported at 2:13 p.m.).
Feb. 8
Allissa Rice, 22, 304 Lynn Avenue, 
Apt 1, was arrested and charged 
with public intoxication at 
Buchanan Hall (reported at 1:51 
a.m.).
Officers assisted a resident who 
was experiencing emotional and 
medical difficulties at Birch Hall. 
The individual was transported 
by ambulance to Mary Greeley 
medical Center for treatment 
(reported at 2:05 a.m.).
Johnna Chance, 22, 2919 Oakland 
Street, Apt 2, was arrested and 
charged with operating while 
intoxicated at the 2900 block of 
Oakland Street (reported at 3:19 
a.m.).
An individual reported the theft 
of wallet from a locker room at 
State Gymnasium (reported at 
7:44 p.m.).
An officer initiated a drug related 
investigation at the Armory 
(reported at 7:28 p.m.).
An individual reported the theft 
of a wallet from a locker room at 
State Gymnasium (reported at 
8:29 p.m.).
Feb. 9
Reddy Pava, 31, 8455 Linley 
Avenue, Apt 204, Northridge, 
CA, was arrested and charged 
with public intoxication at Lot 1 
(reported at 12:56 a.m.).
Ryan Morrison, 22, 218 Stanton 
Avenue, Apt 5, was arrested and 
charged with operating while 
intoxicated at the 300 block of 
Stanton Avenue (reported at 2:15 
a.m.).
An officer assisted an 18-year-
old male who had consumed 
too much alcohol at Friley Hall 
(reported at 6:30 a.m.).
Feb. 10
An individual reported two paper 
door postings were burned at 
Martin Hall. A suspect has been 
identified and the investigation is 
continuing (reported at 4:06 p.m.).
Feb. 11
An officer assisted another agency 
with a criminal investigation at the 
Armory (reported at 8:10 a.m.).
An individual reported being 
assaulted by an acquaintance 
at Carver Hall (reported at 12:53 
p.m.). 
Patrick Rowe, 18, 10411 Wilson 
Hall, was arrested on a warrant, 
charging him with possession of a 
controlled substance, possession 
of drug paraphernalia and carrying 
weapons at the Armory (reported 
at 1:10 p.m.). 
Vehicles driven by Heather 
Whittlesey and Claire Rea were 
involved in a property damage 
collision at Lot 9 (reported at 2:01 
p.m.). 
An individual reported being 
harassed by an acquaintance at 
the Student Services Building 
(reported at 3:50 p.m.). 
Andrew Litterer, 19, 1546 Helser 
Hall, was arrested and charged 
with possession of a controlled 
substance, possession of drug 
paraphernalia and underage 
possession of alcohol at Helser Hall 
(reported at 7:21 p.m.).
Feb. 13
A body specimen was requested 
from a driver who was suspected 
of operating while intoxicated at 
Howard Avenue and Story Street 
(reported at 1:22 a.m.).
A staff member reported the theft 
of merchandise from a business at 
the Memorial Union (reported at 
8:20 a.m.).
Vehicles driven by Yudian Zhao 
and Sandra Wigdahl were 
involved in a property damage 
collision at Hayward Avenue and 
Mortensen Parkway (reported at 
12:46 p.m.).
An officer initiated a drug related 
investigation at Larch Hall 
(reported at 10:13 p.m.).
Feb. 14
Larissa Hashimoto, 21, 5124 
Frederiksen Court, was arrested 
and charged with public 
intoxication at the 100 block of 
North Sheldon Avenue (reported 
at 1:28 a.m.).
Anthony Akes, 30, 6121 SE 
104th St, Runnels, was arrested 
and charged with driving under 
suspension; he was subsequently 
released on citation at Mortensen 
Road and Poe Avenue (reported at 
2:15 a.m.).
Vehicles driven by Carl Vanderwal 
and Xiaotian Lin were involved 
in a property damage collision at 
University Boulevard and Wallace 
Road (reported at 8:57 a.m.).
An officer assisted a woman who 
fell at Food Sciences Building. 
The individual was transported 
by ambulance to Mary Greeley 
Medical Center for treatment 
(reported at 9:56 a.m.).
An officer assisted a woman 
who fell at Beardshear Hall. The 
individual was transported to 
Mary Greeley Medical Center for 
treatment (reported at 8:34 a.m.).
A staff member reported graffiti 
was drawn on the inside of an 
elevator door at Beardshear Hall 
(reported at 2:54 p.m.).
Vehicles driven by Cherie 
Bohning and Lola Van Wyk were 
involved in a property damage 
collision at Lot 41 (reported at 4:37 
p.m.).
Feb. 15
Ryan Nielsen, 19, 205 West Maple 
Street, Roland, was arrested 
and charged with operating 
while intoxicated, possession 
of a controlled substance and 
possession of drug paraphernalia. 
Alexander Johnson, 20, 1108 
South 4th St, and Riley Ellis, 18, 
11475 620th Ave, Roland, were 
cited for underage possession of 
alcohol at Ash Avenue and Knapp 
Street (reported at 2:33 a.m.).
Connor Green, 24, 1414 270th St, 
Madrid, was arrested and charged 
with operating while intoxicated 
at Mortensen Road and State 
Avenue (reported at 2:38 a.m.).
Adam Kipping, 20, 1429 Walton 
Drive, Apt 101, was arrested and 
charged with public intoxication at 
Mortensen Road and State Avenue 
(reported at 3:00 a.m.).
Brandon Brock, 19, 8427 Wilson 
Hall, was arrested and charged 
with public intoxication at the 300 
block of Ash Avenue (reported at 
3:09 a.m.).
Courtesy of Christopher Hopkins
Christopher Hopkins, associate professor of music and the-
atre, has been named the new director of Iowa State’s Center 
for Excellence in the Arts and Humanities. 
Center for Excellence names new director
By Justin.Lo
@iowastatedaily.com
Courtesy of Jeremy Freeman/CNN
Connie Sievers, a 1984 family and consumer sciences education and studies alum-
na, is one of six selected to participate in the CNN Fit Nation Triathlon Challenge. 
Sievers applied for the team after her sister noticed that she was doing well.
ISU alumna trains, participates  
in CNN Fit Nation Triathlon team
By Kelly.McGowan
@iowastatedaily.com
last resort for the bees.
Honey bees are an efficient pollinator 
and can be moved to areas where crops 
rely on animal pollination, Harris said. 
All fruit requires pollination. Harris esti-
mated about one-third of the human diet 
comes from pollinated sources.
Andrew Joseph, state apiarist with 
the Department of Agriculture, said there 
are about 3,000 beekeepers and 40,000 to 
45,000 colonies in Iowa.
“The biggest pollination draw is 
California almonds,” Joseph said. “Almost 
all of our bees that are kept in Iowa in the 
summer are in California right now.”
The nation has seen a consistent de-
cline in honey bees. Average losses na-
tionwide are about 25 to 30 percent. Iowa 
nearly doubles that with 50 percent losses 
within the last couple of years, Joseph 
said.
Iowa’s harsh winters are tough for 
bees, Joseph said. The pesticides and lack 
of forage nutrition causes stress for the 
bees, as well.
Joseph said a more diverse landscape 
would help.
“Crops are pushing out beekeepers 
from areas,” Joseph said. “[We need to] 
increase the number of native plants that 
are attractive to bees.”
Joseph said homeowners can plant 
flowers to better the area for bee polli-
nation and purchase locally-pollinated 
foods to support local beekeepers. These 
foods can be found at local farmers 
markets.
Harris suggested farmers can help by 
only using the amount of seed treatment 
that is necessary. Following label recom-
mendations on how to clean equipment 
can also help.
Farmers can also stay on top of new 
lubricants that are being tested, Harris 
said. She suggested looking into putting 
shields on the equipment so the dust does 
not get exhausted into the air but instead 
into the soil.
Harris also suggested that seed sup-
pliers only put the amount of pesticide 
coating necessary on seeds.
The last men's Big 12 
conference basketball 
game played each week is 
a Magic Monday game.  
When the Cyclones score...
60+ Points = 10% off
70+ Points = 15% off
80+ Points = 20% off
90 + Points = 25% off
Oer good on ISU Clothing & Gits.
Excludes sale items and Under Armour.
BODY IMAGE AND EATING DISORDER 
AWARENESS WEEK 2014
Th. February 20 - 7:00 PM
Binge Eating Specialist
Dr. Ralph Carson 
ISU Memorial Union - Sun Room
Th. February 27 - 7:00 PM
Discussion Panel
ISU Campus Carver Hall 205
Diversity, Body Image and Eating Disorders: 
We Are All Impacted
F. February 28 - 12:00 PM
Mindful Eating/Brown Bag Lunch Activity
ISU Campus Human Nutrition and Sciences Building 
Room 2021
T. February 25 - 7:00 PM
Film on ISU Campus
ISU Campus Carver 205
Q & A Panel Discussion to follow
W. February 26 - 2:00 - 4:00 PM
Love Your Body Party
ISU State Gym
Take time out for yourself to honor you and your body
Sat. February 22 - 8:30 am - 3 pm
Awareness Day - DMACC Southridge Des Moines
Break Out Seminars, CEU Trainings,
Silent Auction
DR. RALPH CARSON
EDCI HEADLINE 
SPEAKER
ursday, February 20, 2014 ~ 7 pm
Sun Room, Memorial Union
Dr. Ralph Carson is a clinical nutritionist and exercise physiologist who has been involved in the clinical 
treatment of addictions, obesity, and eating disorders for more than thirty years. He currently manages Oprah Winfrey’s web page on eating disorders 
and is the consultant for Pine Grove’s eating disorder program. Dr. Carson is also a nutritional advisor to numerous university athletic departments, 
including the University of Tennessee National Basketball Champion Lady Volunteers. With a Bachelor of Health Science degree from Duke University 
Medical School and a PhD in nutrition from Auburn University, he oers a unique understanding of health, wellness, exercise, and nutrition and how 
they all aect brain health. 
Sponsored by: Body Image and Eating Disorder Awareness, Pine Grove Behavioral Health & Addiction 
Services, Student Counseling Services, and Committee on Lectures (funded by GSB)
Using Neuroscience 
and Nutrition as a 
Metaphor for Recovery
Ralph Carson
Brain
Fix
Eating Disorder Awareness Week
edciowa.org
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representing.
The residential ar-
eas represented by 
GSB Senate include 
Campustown, Frederiksen 
Court, Interfraternity, 
Panhellenic, Off-Campus, 
Residence Halls and 
Schilletter and University 
Village.
“I wish all candidates 
the best of luck in con-
necting with students and 
sharing their visions for 
the future of Iowa State,” 
said Spencer Hughes, cur-
rent GSB president.
Colleges represent-
ed by GSB Senate in-
clude all Agriculture & 
Life Sciences, Business, 
Design, Engineering, 
Graduate, Human 
Sciences, Liberal Arts and 
Veterinary Medicine.
The business senator 
debate will be at 6 p.m. on 
Feb. 17 in Room 0294 of 
Carver Hall.
The presidential elec-
tion will be at 6 p.m. on Feb. 
27 in the Cardinal Room 
of the Memorial Union.
Iowa State Daily
At the kick-off of the election season on Jan. 24, election com-
missioner Adam Guenther (right) talks to GSB Senator Nate 
Byro in the Cardinal Room of the Memorial Union.
$40 billion in cuts to the food stamps pro-
gram over 10 years while Democrats op-
posed these cuts.
After the last farm bill expired in 
2012 and a new bill was still in the works, 
there was concern regarding the prices of 
various agricultural commodities that de-
pended on federal subsidies.
Leibold said two programs that com-
plement the insurance program will allow 
farmers to be reimbursed for crop losses 
on a historic benchmark or when the price 
drops below a “reference point.”
This point is lower than the market 
price for both corn and soybeans. The di-
rect payment system guaranteed payment 
while the new program gives no such 
guarantee.
“I was expecting about what they 
gave us ... I was hoping there would be 
some more money into ethanol produc-
tion and Nutrient Reduction Strategy ... we 
can’t handle all of them just on our state 
funding,” said Sen. Rich Taylor, D-Mount 
Pleasant, vice-chair of the Senate agricul-
tural committee.
“I am happy that they are starting to 
move forward for change,” Taylor said. 
State legislators passed a resolution last 
month urging Congress to pass a new farm 
bill.
“The programs are different, but the 
objective is the same, give money to farm-
ers,” said Bruce Babcock professor of eco-
nomics and part of the faculty at the Center 
for Agricultural and Rural Development. 
He added that the changes in the farm bill 
might be beneficial for farmers, but not for 
consumers.
Babcock said the farm bill doesn’t ac-
tually help taxpayers. He added that the 
subsidies for new products such as rice 
and catfish would not make much differ-
ence to the in the prices consumers pay.
“[The farm bill] is not actually about 
doing anything good for the public. It’s 
about transferring money to groups of 
growers,” Babcock said. He supported oth-
er provisions in the bill for research, con-
servation and food regulations.
Leibold said implementation and 
evaluation of the farm bill is still going to 
take some time. There are various steps 
in this process, including specific rules 
and regulations, hearings and training for 
farmers to choose the right program.
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The emerald ash borer is 
back, and Iowa State is ready.
In response to a statewide 
quarantine set by the Iowa 
Department of Agriculture, Iowa 
State has removed 300 ash trees 
from campus over the past seven 
years.
“We want to reduce the 
number of ash trees [on campus] 
from around 20 percent to 8 per-
cent,” said Rhonda Martin, land-
scape architect in facilities plan-
ning and management. “There 
were about 1200 ash trees to be-
gin with … when we get to 600 or 
700, we’ll decide what to do next.”
Ash is used in a number of 
products, including firewood, 
paper, baseball bats and basket 
weaving. It is also a common 
shade tree in urban areas. The 
ash trees removed from cam-
pus are now being used by the 
Alumni Association to make 
mantle clocks and keepsake box-
es, which will go on sale on their 
website later in the year. No ash 
trees that were removed from 
campus were infected with emer-
ald ash borers.
The ash trees are being re-
placed with a “diverse number 
of trees including yellowwood, 
Kentucky coffee trees, American 
elms, tulip trees and catalpa,” ac-
cording to Martin.
The infestation in Iowa start-
ed about three years ago. The 
quarantine on the movement of 
ash wood went into effect Feb. 
11. Iowa State has been preparing 
for a possible infestation for the 
last seven years as part of a readi-
ness plan put together by the 
Iowa Department of Agriculture, 
the Iowa Department of Natural 
Resources and the Iowa State 
University Outreach and 
Extension when emerald ash bor-
ers first became a threat.
The emerald ash borer is 
an exotic beetle from Asia that 
is generally half an inch long 
or smaller. They feed solely on 
ash trees, which are one of the 
most abundant tree species in 
America. The emerald ash borer 
is difficult to detect and impos-
sible to eradicate since it has no 
natural predators in the United 
States and no pesticides have 
been developed to combat it.
Symptoms of an emerald 
ash borer infestation include 
bark splits and cracks, canopy 
thinning and epicormic sprout-
ing, according to IowaTreePests.
com, a website set up by the 
Iowa Department of Agriculture 
to educate the public on various 
pests and to provide resources for 
combatting them.
“No emerald ash borers have 
been found within 15 miles of 
campus,” Martin said. “But when 
they come, we’ll decide what to 
do next, whether we want to re-
move [the remaining ash trees] or 
treat them.”
Six counties in Iowa have 
confirmed infestations of em-
erald ash borers: Allamakee, 
Black Hawk, Cedar, Des Moines, 
Jefferson and Union. The quaran-
tine that has been put into place 
forbids the movement of ash 
trees and products in and out of 
affected counties to prevent the 
spread of emerald ash borers.
To diagnose if a tree has 
been infested, samples can be 
submitted to the Plant and Insect 
Diagnostic Clinic at 327 Bessey 
Hall.
Editor: Katelynn McCollough |  news@iowastatedaily.com  |  515.294.2003 Monday, Feb. 17, 2014  |  Iowa State Daily  |  NEWS  |  3
Iowa State prepares for emerald ash borer infestation
Courtesy of Flickr
The emerald ash borer burrows through trees, destroying them from the 
inside. Iowa State plans to further cut the number of ash trees on campus.
By Julie.Paulson
@iowastatedaily.com
Courtesy of Wikimedia Commons
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logic … the assumption that only natural 
causes should be used in explaining natu-
ral phenomena, also is an essential part of 
modern science.”
Avalos’ main points were that there are 
many versions and languages of the Bible 
and that creationists ignore or minimize 
other cultures and their versions of how the 
universe began.
Avalos’ preferred rendition of the Bible 
is Hebrew. It translates to “When Elohim be-
gan to shape the heavens and the earth…,” 
said Avalos, not to “When God created out 
of nothing the Heaven and the Earth.” He 
then said the Hebrew word ‘bara’, or ‘cre-
ate,’ did not necessarily mean to create out 
of nothing.
Other details that supported Avalos’ 
view were areolas, or nipples, on men when 
Genesis 2:23 (Revised Standard Version) 
said, “…she shall be called Woman be-
cause she was taken out of Man,” and that 
scientific evidence did not support that di-
nosaurs coexisted with human beings, like 
creationists might suggest.
In response to Avalos’ remarks on dif-
ferent Bible renditions, Valdes said, “Those 
biblical scholars, those teams of translators 
for each of those Bibles, translate the Bible 
as “In the beginning, God created the heav-
ens and the earth.” And they mean begin-
ning as in beginning, and if God created the 
heavens and the earth, I’m not sure what 
was there before.”
Valdes also, to support his views, talk-
ed about hemoglobin reportedly found in 
dinosaur fossil records, which would sup-
port his belief that dinosaurs were more 
recent and able to coexist with humans. 
He also talked about his thoughts on whale 
evolution.
“Whale evolution says that a wolf-
like animal went back into the ocean and 
evolved into a blue whale,” Valdes said. 
“Really? We believe that a land-dwelling 
animal went back into the ocean?”
In response to the hemoglobin in fos-
sils, Avalos said those examples were hemo-
globin breakdown products and not living 
red blood cells.
“Things can look like a blood vessel, 
but you can’t confirm it until you’ve con-
firmed it chemically,” Avalos said.
Valdes remained firm with his belief 
that organic material found in dinosaur 
fossils could not last 65 million years and 
not decay.
He also addressed Avalos’ comment on 
male nipples.
“Medical doctors will tell you that the 
human anatomy has to have the mammary 
glands, both male and female,” Valdes said. 
“In development, hormones kick in and ac-
tivate the mammary glands in women and 
don’t in men.”
In Avalos’ final rebuttal, he brought up 
the concept of preservation and dinosaurs.
“For a thousand years or more, 
Christians who said that they have believed 
their Bible thought God would preserve 
everything he had created on the basis of 
texts like Nehemiah 9:6 that says, ‘Thou 
preserves all of them,’” Avalos said.
In closing, Valdes spoke to the young 
people in the audience and restated his po-
sition that God created everything.
“I presented evidence to you that was 
irrevocable and irrefutable,” he said. “If 
you were on the fence, I hope it made a 
difference.”
Avalos’ closing was also geared toward 
young people and his belief in science.
“Science’s track record is superb,” 
Avalos said. “It has found natural causes 
for phenomena that was thought to be 
supernatural.”
Richard Martinez/Iowa State Daily
Hector Avalos, professor of religious studies, awaits his turn for rebuttal against the Rev. Juan 
Valdes. The debaters referenced both scientific research and multiple Bible translations.
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Why winters are tough 
for bees:
Bees quit reproducing brood (baby bees) in the 
winter.
They form a ball around the queen to keep her warm 
because the queen is the only one who produces 
eggs in the colony.
All the workers huddle around and vibrate their 
wings to create heat.
To do this all winter long, they need energy.
Bees get this energy from the honey they make with 
nectar from plants.
Opinion
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Editorial
This week, I thought I would take a break from writing about 
serious controversial issues, 
like abortion and civil rights, 
and spend some time writing 
about an individual I idolized 
as a child.
When I was in elemen-
tary school, my family was 
living in Colorado and my 
dad was working in Denver. 
Like many kids, my sister 
and I would occasionally go 
with our dad to work and 
play with his office supplies, 
ask annoying questions and 
probably make more noise 
than his coworkers preferred.
Although all of that was 
extremely fun, the best part 
about going to the office with 
Dad were the days where 
his secretary would take us 
into the break room, sit us 
down on a big, comfy couch 
and turn the television on to 
one of our favorites: Shirley 
Temple. We would watch 
episodes all day and sing 
along with the perky, curly-
haired girl dancing across the 
screen.
At the time, she was 
somebody I idolized. After 
every episode I would dance 
around singing about animal 
crackers in my soup and 
pretend it was me going on 
the crazy adventures instead 
of Shirley. To be completely 
honest there are still days 
where I dance and sing along 
to her songs in my dorm 
room, the whole time just 
hoping nobody catches me.
Shirley Temple was a role 
model many parents wanted 
their kids to have. She used 
her manners, treated others 
kindly and was always learn-
ing new and vital life lessons. 
The great thing about Shirley 
was her ability to take her 
fame with a grain of salt. In 
the 1930s, Shirley Temple 
was at her peak and was an 
incredibly famous actress. 
She spent many years in the 
limelight but was able to 
maintain her humility and 
lead a personal life that her 
audience could look up to as 
well.
After her acting career 
came to an end, she didn’t 
strip down and jump on a 
wrecking ball, start using 
illegal drugs or get caught 
drag racing while intoxi-
cated. Instead she became an 
American diplomat and gave 
back to a community who 
supported her work as an 
actress. Shirley Temple was a 
representative in the United 
Nations General Assembly 
and was the first female Chief 
of Protocol for the United 
States. 
She was an outstanding 
woman who not only had a 
successful career as a child 
star, but she was also able 
to grow up and become an 
outstanding woman, which is 
not something you currently 
see happening very often.
I have a younger sister 
who is 10 years old, and when 
I come home, one of our 
favorite things to do is just 
cuddle up on the couch and 
watch a few TV shows. After 
watching the current pro-
grams geared toward young 
children, I feel discouraged 
and a bit disappointed. 
My little sister has no 
Shirley Temple to look up 
to. Instead she gets to watch 
as the young actors and ac-
tresses of her generation are 
leading less than acceptable 
social lives. 
I don’t expect Hollywood 
celebrities to lead flawless 
lives. I do think, however, 
they have some responsibil-
ity to be role models for their 
fans.
Not only do actors have 
some responsibility to be 
leaders and trendsetters for 
the younger generation, but 
I would go as far to say that 
writers also have a respon-
sibility to include content 
that can not only entertain 
children, but can educate 
them as well. 
Shirley was able to teach 
children the importance of 
perseverance and kindness, 
because behind the scenes 
there were producers and 
writers who wanted to create 
a show with the power to 
teach children many valuable 
life lessons. Creating a show 
as wholesome, and entertain-
ing as Shirley Temple is tough 
work, but I wouldn’t mind 
seeing some producers give 
it a try.
Shirley Temple died on 
Feb 10, leaving behind some 
extraordinarily large shoes 
to fill.
By Taylor.Finn
@iowastatedaily.com
Temple sets bar as role model
With the latest Super Bowl quickly fading in the memory of foot-ball fans across the nation, an 
issue brought up by pure coincidence 
between the two participating teams 
has been in recent discussion by notable 
NFL players. During NFL commis-
sioner Roger Goodell’s Super Bowl press 
conference, he was asked whether the 
NFL would consider removing mari-
juana from the NFL Drug Policy’s list of 
banned substances. Even without such 
considerations, the NFL should take a 
stronger stance on the issue.
Goodell, however, seems to think 
that their stance is already clear.
“It is still an illegal substance on a 
national basis,” Goodell recently said. 
“It’s something that’s part of our collec-
tive bargaining agreement with our play-
ers.” He then confirmed that he does not 
see any change to the NFL’s drug policy 
in the near future. His statement caused 
a few players to shed light on the current 
state of marijuana use in the NFL.
New York Jets cornerback Antonio 
Cromartie briefly said in an interview 
that the NFL should not punish players 
who smoke pot for pain relief. To add 
to the argument, Pittsburgh Steelers 
free safety Ryan Clark agreed with 
Cromartie’s stance when he appeared 
on ESPN’s “First Take,” confirming that 
players around the NFL do smoke pot.
“I know guys on my team who 
smoke, and it’s not a situation where you 
think, ‘Oh, these are guys trying to be 
cool,’” Clark said. “These are guys who 
want to do it recreationally. A lot of it is 
stress relief. A lot of it is pain and medi-
cation. Guys feel like, ‘If I can do this, it 
keeps me away from maybe Vicodin; it 
keeps me away from pain prescription 
drugs and things that guys get addicted 
to.’ Guys look at this as a more natural 
way to heal themselves, to stress relieve 
and also to medicate themselves for 
pain. Guys are still going to do it.”
Clark is completely right.
Players are going to keep smoking 
marijuana because it’s a lesser of two 
evils when it comes to facing a chemical 
dependency on pain medication. Why 
wouldn’t professional football play-
ers take the chance with marijuana? 
The average length of an NFL career, 
which has been highly contested by the 
NFL Players Association, is around 6.8 
years according to an NFL study. Pain 
is definitely a factor players will have to 
deal with during their careers, and some 
feel weed is the most effective and less 
destructive way to cope with the stress 
that comes to their bodies.
Since the NFL is against players 
smoking illegal substances they should 
be taking a lot more care to crack down 
and test players more often than just 
at the beginning of the season, where 
players will know when to stop smoking 
to pass the “random” test. NFL players 
can get away with smoking marijuana 
because the NFL doesn’t enforce their 
drug policy to the extent that the league 
claims it does. “There is one random 
test during [official team activities] and 
minicamps during the offseason, and 
everybody will be tested early in train-
ing camp. After that, there are no more 
tests.” Ryan Clark elaborated to ESPN 
on how players work around failing drug 
tests.
The NFL is sitting on their hands 
with the issue of marijuana use. They do 
not want to support an illegal substance 
because their athletes are viewed as role 
models to children and public support-
ers of the drug are upset by the negative 
stigma that pot brings. At the same time, 
they know that enforcing the ban may 
alienate and drive away players who 
would now face the possibility of sus-
pension or even losing their jobs.
The NFL needs to remove marijuana 
from its list of banned substances. Not 
only should the NFL allow players to 
smoke, but they should also openly sup-
port the progression of marijuana and 
cannabis-based products as a medical 
alternatives for the players. The NFL 
could greatly benefit others by sup-
porting and funding studies into how 
medical marijuana affects athletes who 
suffer from chronic pain or concussions. 
The results would ultimately give the 
NFL the information to make a clear-cut 
decision on whether or not they should 
support marijuana as a legitimate alter-
native to the medical options that they 
offer players in the league today.
The NFL should be looking to move 
forward, whether they decide to either 
support or reject marijuana. Either they 
are for or against marijuana. It is fine if 
the NFL does not want to let the play-
ers use the drug to ease their pain, but 
if that is the choice they are deciding to 
make, the NFL needs to actually crack-
down on marijuana users. They cannot 
just stand by after the annual random-
ized test at the start of the season, they 
need to actually test players randomly 
throughout the season as well and 
help prevent marijuana abuse by their 
players.
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Shirley Temple was a child star who didn’t fall into the pressures that come with being a celebrity. In-
stead, she used her fame to advance her political career. Celebrities today should look to her example.
 NFL needs firm marijuana policy 
By Curran.Mclaughin
@iowastatedaily.com
Illustration: Iowa State Daily
Today’s world of social media has 
made it so information is just a click 
away and spreading the news can hap-
pen at the click of a button. Though this 
certainly has its downfalls with false 
information sometimes spreading before 
it can be debunked, it can be used as a 
helpful tool for some organizations such 
as police departments.
The Ames and ISU police depart-
ments have both fully embraced social 
media platforms as a way to more closely 
communicate with the community. The 
two departments have their own Twitter 
and Facebook accounts and have proven 
that they are extremely effective with 
their use, each finding a social media 
voice that is informative, humorous and 
all around beneficial for the citizens of 
Ames.
More and more police departments 
are choosing to get social media ac-
counts, but not all are using them quite 
as successfully as the Ames and ISU 
police. The two departments have used 
their accounts to inform the public on 
weather and road conditions, answer 
questions from community members 
and quickly disseminate information on 
missing persons and dangerous individu-
als. The accounts are highly accessible 
and add a voice between the officers and 
the community that they serve.
Just this last week, the Ames Police 
Department put out a message on 
missing person Thomas Dooley. The 
Facebook post gave the public the 
information they needed to be able to 
help with finding the individual, includ-
ing how to contact the police with any 
information. 
The status allowed for the informa-
tion to spread quickly as it was shared 
more than 500 times from the Ames 
Police account alone. The public was also 
able to comment on the post with ques-
tions and the police were able to quickly 
respond with answers and new informa-
tion. The department also continued to 
update with new statuses as the search 
continued, keeping the public in the loop 
throughout the process.
The main reason that the Ames and 
ISU police social media accounts are 
finding success is because of their con-
sistency. The managers of these accounts 
use them often and take the time to 
answer followers’ questions, even if some 
of the questions require a little humor in 
the response. It can be risky to interact 
with people, as saying the wrong thing 
can be just as quickly shared; if done 
right, however, it makes for a much more 
informed public.
Having this type of interaction with 
the community is truly the best aspect 
of organizations such as police depart-
ments embracing new digital platforms. 
Glancing through the tweets on each 
department’s Twitter feed shows that 
community members are taking full ad-
vantage of the opportunity to ask ques-
tions concerning everything from fines 
for tinted windows to whether classes 
have been canceled. 
In the past, such questions would 
have either gone unanswered or had to 
take the time of calling the departments 
and taking an officer’s time to answer the 
questions. Not only that, but when some-
one asks on social media, the answer 
can be seen by everyone, which works to 
further spread the information to a wider 
range of people.
Organizations that have not taken 
advantage of the new opportunities that 
community interaction on social media 
can offer should take a note from our 
local police. At the same time, commu-
nity members who have yet to follow 
these accounts should do so as a way to 
become more informed on safety within 
Ames. 
The open dialogue between police 
and the community should be com-
mended. In the quickly changing land-
scape of social media, it’s exciting to see 
two organizations within the Ames com-
munity leading the charge on continued 
access and communication with the 
people they serve. In the long run, it can 
only lead to a safer community overall.
Ames, ISU  
police use 
social media 
successfully
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mentor and trainer with junior staff members.
8. Brief media, creative, and research staff, and assist with the formulation of 
marketing and ad campaign strategies.
9. Act as the link between the client and agency by maintaining regular contact 
with both, negotiating with clients and agency staff about the details of 
campaigns, and ensuring that communication fl ows effectively.
10. Monitor the effectiveness of campaigns; Deliver and present client reports.
11. Complete administrative work, as required.
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• Excellent spoken and written communication skills
• Strong presentation and negotiation skills
• Confi dence, tact, and a persuasive manner
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• Ability to meet deadlines and reach goals
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International and Developmental Communication
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Relations Media E ects
Graduate Program
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Pursue your Master of Science degree 
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Miley Cyrus has become a household name recently, thanks to her 
provocative demeanor. Everyone 
is aware of all her outlandish 
acts, and her fan base has made 
an incredible shift in age. That’s 
possibly what Cyrus is going for, 
but ultimately she’s just doing 
what makes her happy.
There are many factors 
that determine the success of a 
celebrity, and having incredible 
public relations is one of them. 
What most people seem to forget 
is that these celebrities, includ-
ing Cyrus, are doing everything 
in their power to keep their 
names in your mouth.
In December, Cyrus gave 
an interview to Cosmopolitan 
Magazine. Cyrus claimed, “Even 
people who want to hate on me, 
they can’t shut down the fact 
that I’m literally what everyone 
is talking about.” Celebrities 
don’t care if you’re talking about 
them in a good or bad light; they 
just want you to be talking.
The most interesting obser-
vation is what Americans choose 
to censor. Rihanna’s music video 
for her song S&M was banned 
in 11 countries, not including 
America. Yet our media cen-
sored out Cyrus lighting a joint 
on stage at the Europe Music 
Awards, supposedly a live event. 
It was held in Amsterdam, so in 
context she wasn’t completely 
out of line and her stunt wasn’t 
censored there.
Other celebrities have also 
faced censorship in America. 
Katy Perry made a parody of her 
hit “Hot N Cold” in September 
2010 in a duet with Elmo for 
Sesame Street. The video was 
first posted on YouTube and due 
to outraged parents’ comment-
ing, executive producers decided 
to not show the scene on-air. 
Luckily, you can still watch the 
video on YouTube.
In November, actress Evan 
Rachel Wood went to Twitter 
to vent her unhappiness with 
the Motion Picture Association 
of America for cutting a scene 
in her newest movie, Charlie 
Countryman. The cut scene was 
Wood’s character receiving oral 
sex from her love interest.
It is pretty easy to see 
why Wood is upset. There’s an 
ambiguous gray line when it 
comes to censorship. American 
society can deem S&M being 
glamorized by celebrities, such 
as Rihanna, or through best-
selling books such as 50 Shades 
of Grey as being all right. Yet a 
sex scene of a women enjoying 
oral pleasure is thought of as 
“uncomfortable”.
In our society, it’s a known 
fact that sex sells. However, me-
dia has made the message clear 
that only a certain degree of sex 
is tolerated. Yet no one can really 
define where that degree starts 
and where it ends.
In my high school experi-
ence, I have seen pretty raun-
chy behavior conducted at our 
school dances. At prom, used 
condoms were found, flasks 
were taped to people’s thighs 
and several students would 
slip outside to hotbox their car. 
None of this was “censored,” and 
everyone around was exposed to 
the behavior.
This behavior was not 
taught through watching music 
videos or award shows. Unless 
my experiences from growing 
up is vastly different from the 
rest of the country, it’s safe to 
say that freshmen in high school 
are consistently introduced to 
sex, drugs, alcohol, cheating and 
many other risky behaviors.
Parents should focus 
more on controlling their own 
children instead of going after 
celebrities. At the same time, if 
parents don’t want their children 
watching, they could simply 
change the channel instead of 
complaining and helping to 
increase the views. Parents could 
also use it as a lesson of how not 
to act.
Celebrities don’t care how 
many parents call or write in 
complaints; they don’t care if 
people boycott the VMAs or any 
similar programs. They don’t 
care about any of that as long as 
their views go up, their fan base 
increases and the attention on 
them lasts as long as possible.
Miley’s controversial VMA 
performance may have people 
thinking of her in a negative 
way, but she also received more 
than 300,000 tweets per minute, 
a new record. The performance 
forever marked that Hannah 
Montana is gone, and Miley is 
here to stay. That would not have 
happened unless Cyrus acted as 
outrageously as she did.
If dancing around in nude-
colored latex is just Miley being 
happy, then how is watching her 
be herself inappropriate? Parents 
should encourage their children 
to be themselves. Instead, par-
ents are sending a message that 
doing what makes you happy as 
an individual is wrong.
The key to all this censor-
ship is having a clear line on 
what is appropriate and what 
is not. Until that line is defined, 
our youth will forever be con-
fused on what is acceptable.
What makes an offensive word offensive? Is it the 
context surrounding it? Is 
it the tone used to project 
it? Is it the word itself? In 
most cases, it’s a blend of 
all three.
More importantly, 
why do we choose to be 
offended? After all, it is 
a choice to be offended 
when the exchange is 
merely verbal, with no 
chance of physical al-
tercations, correct? Ever 
heard of how the sticks 
and stones may break 
my bones, but words will 
never hurt me?
Many will guard the 
box which conceal these 
taboo words until their 
death, cringing at each 
curse they hear or more 
counterproductively pick-
ing a fight with whomever 
flings the offenses around 
like they are just words. 
It’s funny because that is 
precisely what they are — 
just words.
The power of words 
cannot be argued: they 
change the world, for bet-
ter or for worse. Since the 
purpose of bad words is 
to make the world a bad 
place or hurt people, can’t 
we just make them no lon-
ger bad words, but instead 
okay words? Words to be 
used casually when one 
is frustrated, and when 
a bystander hears these 
yester-obscene words, 
they aren’t dismayed at 
this person’s profanity, but 
rather sympathetic toward 
their bad day.
Obviously, this solu-
tion is too simple to work, 
because we are a compli-
cated society who needs to 
make things complicated 
in order to preoccupy our 
boring lives. It is a valid 
argument that the omis-
sion of current vulgarities 
would only signal the 
entrance to a new wave of 
vulgar words, just as in-
sulting as the last set. I also 
strongly believe the history 
of these words should be 
preserved — their impact 
on the past deserves to be 
studied and remembered, 
even if it is changing.
I’m going to focus 
on a specific slur to make 
my argument sensible, or 
maybe just aggravating. 
This word is tradition-
ally used to describe a gay 
man, so consider that your 
disclaimer. As a member 
of the LGBT community, I 
feel I possess free rein over 
the word faggot. It’s what I 
am, it’s who I am, and it’s 
mine, but you can use it 
too, if you want.
Partially due to the 
hypersensitivity of Gay & 
Lesbian Alliance Against 
Defamation and similar 
agencies, the policing 
forces hunting down and 
criminalizing all who show 
a stint of homophobia, the 
usage of fag has only one 
connotation — it’s evil. It’s 
a fair assessment, since its 
most common use is from 
insecure, straight men 
to either straight or gay 
men, used to belittle their 
masculinity.
But that is unaccept-
able. Why do the insecure 
straight men of the world 
get to use my word as a 
weapon? It’s an option 
for the LGBT commu-
nity to re-appropriate the 
word, empower it and 
embrace it. LGBT culture 
has reached a point of 
prominence where this is 
possible; it’d be symbolic 
of our progress from op-
pression to significance.
Many forward-think-
ing gays are comfortable 
with throwing fag around 
and being called one as 
well if it’s all in good taste. 
A majority also under-
standably wish for the 
word to be off-limits to 
anyone who is not LGBT.
It’d be despicable 
of me not to address the 
bully factor — the count-
less bully victims whose 
beating was preceded by 
being called a faggot. The 
word stirs bad memories 
for them and is still able 
to make them jump even 
when it’s employed casu-
ally and nonviolently.
If people can use it 
hatefully, when we could 
just as easily use it as a 
term of endearment and 
unity, I am going to proud-
ly exercise the peaceful 
option. Maybe one day, if 
enough share our mind-
set, faggot will be widely 
accepted as a descriptor 
of a gay man, whether ef-
feminate or not.
We are either inches 
or miles away from this 
ideology. Most of the 
pessimists will point to 
the gangs of straight boys 
who still, even though in 
college or beyond, still use 
it as a way to jab under the 
skin of their male friends. 
A straight freshman in 
agricultural engineer-
ing defines faggot as “a 
homosexual person, often 
used as an insult,” and on 
how often he uses it, “My 
friends and I use the term 
at a max twice a week; 
however, other terms 
like gay are slightly more 
common.”
We shouldn’t take of-
fense to this; after all, they 
are not the description 
of the word. It does not 
belong to them.
Vulgar words should be reclaimed, reinvented for good
By Zachary.Nuendorf
@iowastatedaily.com
By Kasey.Mueller
@iowastatedaily.com
Celebrities’ expression shouldn’t have constraints
If dancing around in 
nude-colored latex 
is just Miley being 
happy, then how is 
watching her be her-
self inappropriate?
Columnist Mueller
Cyclone Hockey’s penal-
ty-kill unit got a workout this 
past weekend with Central 
Oklahoma.
The No. 9 Cyclones (32-9-3, 
14-5-1 CSCHL) managed a 3-2 
shootout win against the No. 11 
Bronchos (25-14-3) on Friday 
but lost the following night, 6-3.
Throughout the series, the 
Cyclones struggled to keep their 
penalties in check, having 17 
overall that resulted in 45 min-
utes spent in the box. This creat-
ed 12 power play chances for the 
Bronchos, which they were able 
to convert into four goals.
With all these mistakes on 
the ice, Iowa State finished the 
regular season with unanswered 
questions.
“It is hard to regain mo-
mentum when you get so many 
penalties,” said ISU coach Jason 
Fairman. “It just put us in a hole. 
It is going to happen, but it was 
two nights in a row we had to 
deal with penalties.  So maybe 
there is something I need to take 
a closer look at.”
Iowa State has posted an 85 
percent penalty-kill percentage 
overall this season. This dipped 
to 67 percent in the series with 
the Bronchos.
ISU senior forward Mark 
Huber said this drop can have a 
huge impact on the game.
“It mixes up the line combi-
nations and kind of changes the 
dynamic of the game,” Huber 
said. “I think that is the biggest 
thing. Like I said, I think we were 
a little off [Feb. 15]. For some 
reason there wasn’t very much 
spark.”
Fairman said that although 
lately the Cyclones were taking 
steps forward in their develop-
ing game, he felt something was 
missing against the Bronchos.
“We got out-played tonight,” 
Fairman said. “This was the most 
disappointed I am in our play 
since I have been a coach here.”
Even though Fairman 
thought Iowa State could have 
performed better, he was still 
puzzled by some of the officials’ 
calls. He said this led to frustra-
tion on the bench, which threw 
the Cyclones off their game.
“Every team has to deal with 
refereeing at some point of the 
season, you just have to battle 
through it,” Fairman said. “I 
didn’t even see where the pen-
alties were. There were times I 
thought we were heading to the 
power play, and then we’re in the 
box.”
Next weekend, the Cyclones 
start playoff hockey when they 
travel to Lindenwood to compete 
in the Central States Collegiate 
Hockey League Tournament.
ISU junior goalie Matt 
Cooper believes the loss Central 
Oklahoma will only improve 
Iowa State’s chances of making a 
run in the postseason.
“It will be good for us,” 
Cooper said. “It is better to come 
off a loss, I think, than to just 
keep rolling. The playoffs aren’t 
going to be like the regular sea-
son. There’s a different game 
every night, and we are going 
to have to battle no matter what 
the circumstances are.”
Before his team took the court 
Saturday night, Iowa State women’s bas-
ketball coach Bill Fennelly wanted to re-
mind the players of one thing.
“We talked at length before the 
game about finishing things and how 
special people finish and they don’t look 
for excuses,” Fennelly said.
Finishing things has certainly 
proved to be easier said than done 
lately, though. The Cyclones dropped a 
home game against TCU on Feb. 5 in the 
final seconds and couldn’t quite close 
out Texas on the road in the final min-
utes on Feb. 9.
But Iowa State (17-7, 6-7 Big 12) 
found a way to push back this time, 
beating Kansas 72-69 Saturday night 
in Hilton Coliseum. The looks Fennelly 
saw on his players’ faces after the game 
said everything.
Senior forward Hallie Christofferson 
had a lot of motivation coming into the 
game, too. There was something extra 
Fennelly was seeing in her.
“I think she has taken a lot of the 
brunt of the lack of success recently, 
unfairly,” Fennelly said. “I think she had 
that look in practice the last two days 
and I think she carried it to the court 
[Saturday night].”
Christofferson poured in a game-
high 29 points and added eight rebounds 
in 38 minutes of action. Perhaps her big-
gest moment of the game, though, came 
in the final seconds of the game.
A turnover by KU guard CeCe 
Harper forced the Jayhawks to foul 
Christofferson immediately with the 
Cyclones leading just 70-69 and 14 ticks 
remaining on the clock. She sprinted 
down the floor to the line, rising up with 
confidence on each.
Swish. Swish.
“You have to want to step up to the 
line and shoot,” Christofferson said of 
the moment and being able to give her 
team the three-point lead.
Faced with a ‘foul or defend’ situa-
tion, Iowa State elected to set up its de-
fense and trust its players to play it out. 
After the defend-situation-gone wrong 
against TCU in the one-point loss the 
week before, communication was not 
an issue Saturday.
The Cyclones switched with every 
screen set by the Jayhawks and did not 
give Kansas good looks throughout the 
possession. A desperation heave from 
3-point range was all-for-naught as the 
shot hit nothing but air, sealing the ISU 
win.
“To our kids’ credit, we kind of felt 
we knew the play they were going to run 
because they had run it in a couple oth-
er games,” Fennelly said. 
“We practiced it a couple different 
times and [ISU assistant coach] Billy 
[Fennelly] scouted them, walked them 
through it at the end and we couldn’t 
have guarded the play any better then 
we guarded it.”
For Kansas, the end of the game felt 
only like a missed opportunity to steal a 
Big 12 road win.
“You’ve got to get a shot at the end,” 
said KU coach Bonnie Henrickson. “I 
mean, you can live with it if it doesn’t go, 
but you’ve got to get a shot.
“That’ll make you nauseous.”
Fred Hoiberg looked at 
his players in the huddle late 
in the game Saturday just as 
Iowa State’s 18-point lead 
had evaporated to one.
Heads were down and 
faces were long. He remind-
ed them they still had a lead.
The No. 11 Cyclones 
(19-5, 7-5 Big 12) eventually 
pulled through with a 70-64 
victory against Texas Tech, 
even after the Red Raiders 
took a one-point lead in the 
final minutes on Saturday at 
Hilton.
“For us to find a way to 
get it, even after they took 
the lead, is huge for us,” 
Hoiberg said. “I saw some 
faces in the huddle when 
they were making that run 
that suggested a little bit of 
bad body language.
“But we pulled it 
together.”
Iowa State took an 
18-point lead with 14:35 re-
maining, and all seemed 
right after the team had suf-
fered a 25-point defeat to 
West Virginia on Feb. 10. The 
defense had bounced back 
and the offense was clicking.
And then, suddenly, it 
wasn’t.
“When they got back in 
the game, we just lost our 
minds for a stretch there,” 
Hoiberg said. “We built it 
up to 18 by getting out and 
getting run-outs. Then all 
of a sudden we tried hitting 
home runs.”
The Red Raiders (13-12, 
5-7) went on a 15-2 run to cut 
the Cyclones’ lead to just five, 
and that lead had become 
one when Hoiberg called the 
timeout. Before Iowa State 
regained its rhythm, Texas 
Tech took a one-point lead 
with 3:02 to play.
“They made a good 
run,” said senior DeAndre 
Kane, who flirted with a tri-
ple-double with 17 points, 
nine assists and eight re-
bounds. “I think we took a 
couple plays off when we got 
up 18, but they fought back. 
Give them credit. We were 
fortunate to get out of there 
with a win.”
When the lead finally 
slipped away, Iowa State 
buckled down. Senior for-
ward Melvin Ejim made a 
basket 18 seconds after the 
lead had vanished to regain 
control and the Cyclones 
never looked back, finishing 
the game on a 9-2 run.
Freshman Matt Thomas 
made a layup — his only 
basket of the game — with 
just more than two minutes 
to play to extend the ISU 
lead to three. Georges Niang, 
who finished with 17 points, 
made a layup on the next 
possession.
With five seconds to 
play, Niang took a full court 
lob from Ejim, rose and 
slammed the game away.
“Was that really a dunk?” 
Hoiberg joked afterward. “I 
think he grabbed the net.”
Niang, whose athleti-
cism is often joked about, 
wasn’t marking it down.
“No, my teammates 
aren’t going to give me credit 
for it,” Niang said. “So I won’t 
take credit for it.”
Dunk or not, the post-
game mood was a far cry 
from the faces Hoiberg 
stared at in the huddle as 
Iowa State’s lead slipped and 
disappeared late.
The Cyclones found a 
way to secure another Big 12 
victory to add to their NCAA 
tournament resume with 
three weeks of regular sea-
son play remaining.
“That wouldn’t have 
been too good of a loss on 
our resume if we lost that 
one,” Niang said. “I feel like 
we played a good 30 min-
utes of basketball, but this 
game is 40 minutes. We had 
to step it up again and close 
the game out.”
After falling behind by 
one point late, Iowa State 
finished 4-of-5 from the field 
and forced Texas Tech to 
miss five of its final six shots.
In the end, Iowa State 
escaped.
“We made enough plays 
down the stretch to win it,” 
Hoiberg said. “We had to 
find a way to survive.”
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Cyclones find a way to finish games
Cyclone Hockey struggles with penalties, eyes playoffs 
Kelby Wingert/Iowa State Daily
Sophomore Georges Niang attempts a layup against the Texas Tech Red Raiders on Saturday. 
Niang had 17 points for Iowa State. The No. 11 Cyclones defeated the Red Raiders 70-64.
Jonathan Krueger/Iowa State Daily
Senior forward Hallie Christofferson tries to outmaneuver a Kansas defender Saturday 
at Hilton. Christofferson led the Cyclones in scoring with 29 points in the 72-69 victory. 
Mixed results show 
flaw in game tactics 
to Coach Fairman 
Iowa State women hold 
off Kansas with a strong 
finish after recent losses
ISU men defeat 
Red Raiders 
with late baskets
By Will.Musgrove
@iowastatedaily.com
By Dylan.Montz
@iowastatedaily.com
By Alex.Halsted
@iowastatedaily.com
To see photos from 
the game and video of 
postgame interviews, visit 
iowastatedaily.com
To see photos 
and video from 
the game, visit 
iowastatedaily.com
Junior Edward Kemboi was stuck 
squarely in the middle of the pack for the 
first 500 meters of the 800-meter race. It 
appeared as if his home debut would be 
spoiled, up until the bell rang, signaling the 
final lap of the race.
The final lap was go time for Kemboi.
After the second turn, Kemboi jumped 
to the outside of the track and burned past 
the entire field. He ended up winning the 
race by nearly two full seconds and record-
ed the top time in the nation so far this 
season.
Kemboi looked up at the scoreboard 
to see his time as soon as he crossed the 
finish line and saw 1:45.96.
He immediately threw his arms up in 
celebration and was hugged by a number 
of his competitors before a wave of team-
mates and coaches came to congratulate 
him on running the fastest time in the na-
tion this season and the seventh fastest 
time in the world this year.
“I think I got like almost 20 or 30 hugs,” 
Kemboi said with a laugh.
One of those hugs came from ISU as-
sistant coach Andrea Grove-McDonough, 
who coaches the women’s middle and long 
distance athletes. Even though Kemboi 
isn’t one of her athletes, she ran up to the 
finish line and was one of the first to con-
gratulate him.
“It was phenomenal,” Grove-
McDonough said. “I don’t have any hand 
whatsoever in his training, I’m just a fan. 
I was just excited for the guys and for him 
and his performance.
“He’s a great guy. You can’t help but 
root for him.”
The field featured four competitors 
who had recorded top-10 times nationally 
this season coming into the race, includ-
ing Kemboi. With such a strong field, the 
800-meter race was one of the most antici-
pated events in the meet, and it delivered.
Kemboi broke his own personal record 
and the program record in the 800-meter 
run with his performance.
“In my mind, I wanted to run fast,” 
Kemboi said. “I wanted to run a 1:45 or 
1:46, you know, I just wanted to run fast.”
“My coach told me, like you know 
those guys are good athletes, just go run 
your race, you know. I didn’t really have any 
strategy, just run fast.”
The 800-meter run is Kemboi’s mar-
quee event as he is a Big 12 champion and 
a two-time All-American in the event.
This was the first time Kemboi had 
the chance to race on his home track this 
season. While the rest of the team heads 
to one meet or hosts a home meet, some-
times Kemboi heads elsewhere so that 
he can face nationally-ranked, top-level 
competition.
With such a high level of competition 
in Ames for the ISU Classic, Kemboi was 
excited to be running at home for the first 
time.
“I didn’t want to disappoint everybody 
— like my teammates, my coaches, the ISU 
community — at home,” Kemboi said of 
racing at home for the first time this sea-
son. “This [is] my track. I won’t let anybody 
beat me here.”
While Kemboi set the best national 
time on the season in the men’s 800-meter 
run, teammate Ejiro Okoro was equally im-
pressive in the women’s 800-meter run.
Okoro’s race was similar to Kemboi’s, 
as both athletes ran in the middle of the 
pack, until making their move on the final 
lap. Okoro’s event featured a mixture of 
collegiate and professional athletes, which 
may be the reason behind her record-set-
ting performance.
Down the stretch, Okoro had to chase 
two professional athletes, providing a 
higher level of competition than standard 
college athletes typically provide.
Although she was unable to pass the 
two professional athletes, Okoro was the 
first colligate athlete to cross the finish line, 
breaking her own personal record by a full 
second and a half with a time of 2:03.91.
The time broke the school record in 
the event, and is also the third-fastest time 
in the nation so far this season.
“I was really pleased,” Okoro said of 
her race. “Coach said I’m stronger and I am 
a lot fitter than I was last year, and I can see 
the benefits in my training now, so I was 
very grateful that I stuck in there against 
[the professional athletes].”
Like Kemboi, the 800-meter run is 
also Okoro’s marquee event, as she is a 
four-time All-Big 12 performer and an All-
American in the event last season.
“She was running down some of the 
best runners in the entire country, you 
know professional runners, and right be-
fore she stepped to the line I told her there 
isn’t anyone in this field you can’t run with,” 
Grove-McDonough said.
“I wasn’t surprised at all.”
Both Kemboi and Okoro are the favor-
ites to win the Big 12 title in the 800-meter 
event, which Iowa State will host in two 
weeks. 
Both athletes will more than likely 
have a shot at an NCAA Indoor title in the 
event as well, which will be in Albuquerque, 
N.M., about a month from now.
If there was a cost of admis-
sion to attend the ISU Classic, 
the men’s 5,000-meter race 
would have been well worth the 
expense.
Fourteen athletes had run 
sub-14 minutes for the 5K enter-
ing the meet, which included 11 
All-Americans and runners who 
made the trip alone just to see 
where they stand at this point in 
the season.
The built-up hype brought 
out the fans to watch the two 
heats with many experts predict-
ing the overall winner to come 
out of the first race.
The athletes jogged up to 
the start, toed the line and im-
mediately owned the attention 
of everyone who was at the meet.
Wisconsin’s Mohammed 
Ahmed came into the race being 
the heavy favorite, but it was a 
fellow teammate who unexpect-
edly stole the spotlight.
Senior Reed Connor of 
Wisconsin took first place with 
a time of 13:37.42. The time 
was just 0.31 seconds ahead 
of Villanova freshman Patrick 
Tiernan. Connor’s time broke 
both the Lied Recreation Athletic 
Center and ISU Classic records. 
Connor now leads the nation in 
the 5,000-meter.
“It was one of the most excit-
ing races of my career,” Connor 
said. “I came here just wanting to 
run my race and I feel like I did.”
Connor came to Ames with 
most of his teammates compet-
ing in Fayetteville, Ark., for the 
Tyson Invitational. He was pos-
sibly alone in believing he could 
come in first in the 5K.
“I wanted to see where I 
stood, just wanted to improve,” 
Connor said of what he hoped 
to get out of his race at the ISU 
Classic.
Flotrack.org, one of the 
leading websites in all things 
collegiate and professional run-
ning, did not give Connor much 
of a chance to win the loaded 
event.
Tiernan led the bulk of the 
race, but it was Connor’s push at 
the end that allowed him to leave 
Ames with top honors.
The men’s 800-meter was 
another event with a stacked 
field, but it was a Cyclone who 
left the meet with top honors. 
Junior Edward Kemboi won 
the race with a time of 1:45.96, 
which shattered his personal 
record by two seconds and gave 
him the nation’s fastest time in 
the 800-meter so far this season.
“I didn’t really have a strat-
egy or anything going into this 
meet. I just wanted to run fast 
and run my race,” Kemboi said.
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Track and field athletes break school records
Kemboi, Connor unexpectedly outpace competitors 
Suhaib Tawil/Iowa State Daily
Junior Edward Kemboi cools down and reflects after his stunning performance on Feb. 15 
at Lied Recreation Center. Kemboi set the best national time this season for the men’s 800 
meter against professional and collegiate athletes and was congratulated by his teammates. 
Suhaib Tawil/Iowa State Daily
Senior Ejiro Okoro runs the medley on Feb. 
14 at the Lied Recreation Center. Okoro was 
the first collegiate athlete to cross the finish 
line in the women’s 800-meter, breaking her 
own personal record and the school record. 
Kemboi and Okoro set  
new fastest times in the 
800-meter competition
ISU, Wisconsin 
track take victory 
with final push
By Kyle.Kublak
@iowastatedaily.com
By Chris.Wolff
@iowastatedaily.com
JENSEN PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
JensenGroup.net ▪ 515-232-2752
It’s Better
     Out West!
You do the living. 
Leave the rest to us. 
• Full time professional management staff
• Free HEAT, TV, & INTERNET SERVICE
• 1,100+ apartments
• Free online payment service
• Most properties “owner” managed
• Numerous Ames locations 515.233.4440 • www.hunziker.com
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Help Wanted Dublin Bay hiring kitchen 
help. Apply in person at 320 S. 16th 
Street. South of Kmart.
YSS seeks Grant Writer-FT. See yss.
org for details. YSS hires tobacco-free 
employees only.
Drivers: Company Great 
Pay,Miles,Benefits and Home Time 
Passenger Policy CDL-A with 1 Yr OTR 
Exp. 1-800-831-4832 x1406
House for rent; 7 bedroom, 2 bat, 2 
kitchens. 3 blocks from campus. Free 
Parking. Call 515-419-2808.
2 bedroom duplex in Boone w/ garage 
& basement. Lots of storage space. 
Nice corner lot. All utilities included 
except electric. $625/mo. 228 Marshall 
St. 515-291-2191 or 515-203-0504.
Amenities
•FREE On-Site Tanning
•24 Hour Fitness Center
•FREE Parking
•Game & Study Rooms
•Resort Style Pool & Hot Tub
•Cyride Stop
•Washer & Dryer in Every Apt.
•Pet Friendly
Convenient By-The-Bedroom Leases
4912 Mortensen Rd, Ames  |  888.819.9392
 www.UniversityPlains.com 
Amenities
AMENITIES
*In Select Units
877-288-5810 | www.SouthDuffApts.com | 416 Billy Sunday Rd. Suite 150, Ames
•Stylish Studio - 5 Bedroom Floor Plans
•Convenient By the Bed Leases
•Free On-Site Tanning
•24 Hour Fitness Center
•Lounge & Study Rooms
•Garages Available
•Private Washer & Dryer
•Hardwood Floors and Fireplace*
•Private Balconies and Patios*
•Pet Friendly
Today’s Birthday 
(2/17/14) 
You’re growing stronger this 
year, physically, emotionally and 
spiritually. Tune your healthy 
diet and exercise practices for 
optimal performance. Stay true 
to your dreams for profit and 
satisfaction. Pursue creativity 
and fun to new (possibly exotic) 
destinations. A spring renovation 
sets the stage for romance 
around the June eclipse. Play 
with kids and grow younger. 
To get the advantage, check the 
day’s rating: 10 is the easiest day, 
0 the most challenging.
Aries 
(March 21-April 19)
Today is a 9 -- The marketplace 
expands. Rejuvenate an old 
bond and be more willing to 
share the load for the next 
two days. It’s wise to follow 
instructions. The more you study, 
the luckier you get.
Taurus 
(April 20-May 20)
Today is an 8 -- Work and make 
money today and tomorrow. 
Look at the data from a new 
perspective. Clean up messes. 
Plan a new project. Persistence 
has taught you where the pitfalls 
lie. Put what you learn to use.
Gemini
(May 21-June 20)
Today is a 7 -- Someone’s 
admiring your wisdom. You’re 
looking good the next two 
days, and it’s getting romantic 
(and fun). Handle routines and 
responsibilities. Save money and 
use coupons or barter instead. 
Your connections can amplify 
your impact.
Cancer 
(June 21-July 22)
Today is an 8 -- Shop carefully, 
and spend mindfully. Discover a 
new way to earn money working 
from home. You’re entering a 
practical, domestic phase, and 
family takes center stage. Include 
some fun in the sun together.
Leo 
(July 23-Aug. 22)
 Today is a 9 -- An important 
factor remains obscured. 
You’ve got the talent today 
and tomorrow; now do the 
homework. Gather financial 
documents. All of a sudden, 
everything starts making sense. 
Virgo 
(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Today is a 9 -- Listen to wise 
advice. Reconnect with old 
friends. Today and tomorrow 
are good for making money; it’s 
coming in, but also going. Profit 
comes through sharing your 
creative ideas. 
Libra 
(Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
Today is a 7 -- Fulfill new 
responsibilities. You’re stronger, 
with heart and mind in sync 
today and tomorrow. Put in high 
performance work that nobody 
will see. Prepare to launch. 
Scorpio 
(Oct. 23-Nov. 21) 
Today is an 8 -- The next two 
days are good for treasure 
hunting. Get a friend on board 
with the plan. A meeting could 
take you very close to your goal. 
Abandon procrastination for 
now. Discipline and faith make a 
winning combo.
Sagittarius
(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
 Today is an 8 -- Your work 
reflects well on you. Go play and 
be free with friends. Keep your 
objectives in mind. Team projects 
go especially well today and 
tomorrow. Get into your social 
life, and discover new business 
opportunities.
Capricorn
(Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Today is a 9 -- You’re attracting 
the attention of an important 
person. An adventure calls you 
out. Face-to-face conversations 
lead to a career and status 
upgrade. It’s a good time for 
professional meetings and trips. 
Make practical agreements for 
love.
Aquarius 
(Jan. 20-Feb. 18) 
Today is an 8 -- Take extra care 
and get the job right the first 
time. Experience pays. Your luck’s 
improving. Is the money there 
yet? Line up necessary resources. 
Take care, and study options and 
consequences. Get the latest 
before publishing.
Pisces 
(Feb. 19-March 20)
 Today is a 9 -- Simplify matters. 
Invest in efficiency. Making your 
life easier grows you stronger 
(and more attractive). Figure the 
costs. Wheeling and dealing may 
be required. Grow your family’s 
resources. Make a commitment 
towards a vision.
1 Tubers rich in beta 
carotene
5 Wasn’t indecisive
10 Bouillabaisse, e.g.
14 Taken by mouth, 
as medication
15 Mrs. Gorbachev
16 Dancer-turned-spy 
Mata
17 Favorite Hall of 
Famer of the 39th U.S. 
president?
19 Tablet with a “mini” 
version
20 Tummy muscles
21 Egyptian cross 
with a top loop
22 Black belt activity
24 Favorite Hall of 
Famer of the 7th U.S. 
president?
27 Opposite of vain
28 “How awful!”
29 Greets with a hand 
gesture
30 Hook’s sidekick
31 ChapStick target
34 Forewarning
35 Visits the mall
37 Computer support 
person
38 “__ and Peace”
39 Spring melt
40 Acted without 
speaking
41 British rule in India
42 “The Bachelorette” 
contestant, e.g.
44 Favorite Hall of 
Famer of the 17th and 
36th U.S. presidents?
49 Catching some z’s
50 Shed skin
51 Tackle a slope
54 Celebrity
55 Favorite Hall of 
Famer of the 38th U.S. 
president?
58 Fill-in worker
59 Greek i’s
60 Revered one
61 Historic times
62 Midterms and 
finals
63 Tour de France, e.g.
1 Discipline using 
mats
2 Many an Egyptian
3 Red Planet explorer
4 Shifty
5 Borneo primates
6 “Sit!”
7 10 percent church 
donation
8 Opposite of WNW
9 Period before the 
Renaissance
10 Avoid, as duty
11 Spanish finger 
food
12 Verse writer’s muse
13 Add a lane to, as a 
highway
18 Animal houses
23 Back woe
25 Paradise lost
26 Leap
27 Mother, to baby
29 Bowl over
30 Female pig
31 Bubbly citrus drink
32 Cake decorator
33 Scholar’s deg.
35 Tina Fey attribute
36 Journey to Mecca
37 Longtime Yugo-
slav president
39 Shade provider
40 Hazy
42 Tried to hit in 
paintball
43 Except if
44 What haste makes
45 Fall bloomer
46 Andean alpaca kin
47 U. of Maryland 
team
48 Leaves out
52 Fast food tycoon 
Ray
53 Vegging out
56 Weed killer
57 39-Down with 
cones
Crossword
Across
Down
Sudoku by  the Mepham Group
Complete the grid so each row, column and 3-by-3 box (in bold 
borders) contains every digit, 1 to 9. For strategies on how to 
solve Sudoku, visit www.sudoku.org.uk
LEVEL: 1 2 3 4
Horoscope by  Linda Black
Daily Fun & Games
Puzzle answers available online at: www.iowastatedaily.com/puzzles
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HUD 
Publisher’s 
Notice
All real estate advertising in this 
newspaper is subject to the  
Federal Fair Housing Act of 1968 as 
amended which makes it illegal to 
advertise “any preference,  
limitation or discrimination based on 
race, color, religion, sex,  
handicap, family status or  
national origin, or an  
intention to make any such  
preference, limitation or  
discrimination.”
This newspaper will not knowingly 
accept any advertisement for real 
estate which is a violation of the law. 
Our readers are hereby informed 
that all dwellings  
advertised in this newspaper are 
available on an equal opportunity 
basis.  To complain of  
discrimination, call HUD toll free at 
1-800-424-8590.
Jackson Cleaning Service
Call us at 231-3649
•Residential Cleaning
•Getting Your Home
Ready For the Market
•Windows
•Deep Cleaning
•Sorority
& Fraternity
References • Insured & Bonded • 27 Years Experience • Gift Cards Available
• RENTALS: Guaranteed Your Deposit Back!
Des Moines Better 
Business Bureau
at 515-243-8137
The
Recommends
ALL ITS READERS
Closely examine any 
offer of a 
job opportunity or 
service that sounds too 
good to be true; 
chances are it is.
Before investing any money, 
please contact the
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